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llronze Age Metalwork from Warton.

by Andrew White.

ln November 1986 Mr. Malcolm Brown found two bronze
i tems while clearing overgrowth from limestone at'fhe Roods, Warton. The objects were lodged in a
crevice in the limestone from which a bush was
growing. (1)
'lhe two bronze objects were brought to the City Museum
Lancaster and were there idenlified as a socketed
axe and a socketed gouge. The gouge had been lying
within the socket of the axe, held in place by com-
pacted soi1. As the Lwo were clearly associated,
in good condition, and apparently new and unused
i t seems likely that they were part of the stock-
in-trade of an ilinerant bronze-founder.
'l'hey appear to date f rom the f inal phases of the
l,ate Bronze Age, probably from the Bth or 7th century
BC and can be paralleled from a number of important
British finds. The association of axe and gouge
i-n just this fashion is not at all uncommon, and
strongly underlines the interpretation of these axes
as tools for carpentry, rather than as weapons.

The axe (fig. 1.1).

The axe is bag-shaped and has an almost round socket
and a flared mouth with a double moulding. So far
it is not paralleled among other metalwork from
Lancashire and Cheshire. The blade is sharp, with
no signs of anci"ent damage, and the overall condition
is good, with a slightly rough patination.

The gouge (fig. I.2).

The gouge has the same patination and sharp unused
edge as the axe. The sockeL is quite plain, with
a slight thickening at the mouth and without any
peg hole for fastening to i handle.

Associations of socketed axe and gouge, where the
latter is placed inside the former, are known from
Helsby, Cheshire (2) and South Kyme, Lincs. (3) though
in neither case is the preservation so complete.

Fig. 1 . and owner's house, 1981 (from a photo-
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As to the wider connections of the two pieces a

number of hoards provide parallels. Among these
are'Heathery Burn, Co. Durham (4), and Yattendon,
Berks.(5). They belong to successors of the mainly
southern Wilburton Complex, which seems to have
affected the northern traditions of metalworking
towards the very end of the Bronze Age (6).

These new discoveries are an important addition
to the otherwise very scanty evidence for the Bronze
Age in North Lancashire (7).

The findspot was at SD 5O5 728.1.
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